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COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF MECHATRONIC
SYSTEMS USING 20-SIM 3.0

Abstract: We will present the new version of our software package 20-
SIM, an interactive tool, where model entry, model compilation and
simulation / animation are fully integrated.

1 Introduction

The purpose of 20-SIM is to support the engineer in the process of design, analysis and
diagnosis of engineering systems using modelling and simulation. In our opinion, the tool
should complement the talents of the user, such that he can do modelling and simulation
efficiently. We expect that the user will benefit from this way of supplementary support,
which is regularly called "automated modelling" (Kulikowski 1988; Breunese 1996).

In the next section, we discuss the modelling formalism we use. In section 3, we give an
overview of 20-SIM, focussing on the mechatronic aspects that were added in version 3.0.
We illustrate different aspects of 20-SIM using a benchmark (section 4). The symbiosis
between the university and the spin off company is discussed in section 5.

2 Modelling formalism

Engineering systems as application domain means that we focus on systems that span
multiple physical domains and the information domain. Furthermore, contemporary
engineering systems are of non-trivial complexity, such that structuring of models is
absolutely necessary. Structuring models into interconnected submodels is common in
present-day modelling and simulation tools. Actually, allowing a lumped approach is a
basic assumption of any systems theory, and is referred to as reticulation or tearing.
Allowing submodels to be composed of submodels themselves results in hierarchical
models. Furthermore, building libraries of submodels can be done elegantly.

However, using hierarchical submodels in general, requires that the contents of the
submodels need exactly be known, because these contents and the interconnection of
submodels mutually influence each other. Encapsulation of the internals of a submodel
can only be granted if such an influence is not there. For physical system models,
encapsulation can be granted when:
• The interface connections (ports) are defined as bilateral pairs of variables. Using

power conjugate pairs of variables make the interconnections physical connections.
Examples are voltage and current for the electrical domain and force and velocity for
the mechanical domain.

• The submodel formulae are written in a declarative style, i.e. as real equations in the
mathematical sense. Equations define relations and not a procedure for computation.
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This is often called a non-causal model description. This implies that a model-
processing phase is required to convert the equations to assignment statements, which
can be done after a model is constructed completely.

Consequently, modelling physical systems as input-output models (or information
processing models) does not give the proper amount of encapsulation for hierarchical
modelling. Note that for models for information processing, like digital controllers,
having only signal inputs and signal outputs and computational algorithms as ‘formulae’,
one does not have problems using encapsulation, since there is no choice for input or
output.

In 20-SIM, we use bond graphs (Breedveld 1984; Breedveld 1985; Karnopp et al. 1990;
Montbrun-Di Filippo et al. 1991) for the physical systems modelling part, because both
requisites mentioned above are fulfilled. Bond graphs are a direct representation of
physical processes, domain independent, and they can naturally be mixed with block
diagrams to cover information domain parts. For bond-graph submodel interfaces, power
conjugate, bilateral pairs of variables are used, such that the interconnections denote
physical connections. Furthermore, the model processing from equations to assignment
statements is done efficiently, due to a computational causality analysis on the level of
the model graph. Before generating any equation, feedback to the modeller can be given
on presence of dependent state variables (sometimes called semi-states) or algebraic
loops, which are in fact hints on having abstracted too much during modelling. Another
advantage is that the resulting simulation model is of less or equal numerical complexity
than when using general assignment statement techniques.

The modelling approach used here actually is object-oriented physical-systems modelling,
which is currently often (Elmqvist et al. 1993; Andersson 1994; Mattson et al. 1997;
Astrom et al. 1998). 20-Sim models are declarative, hierarchically structured, and
encapsulation is fully supported. Furthermore, the notion of definition and use of models
are distinguished (i.e. the class concept and instantiation). Note that, since bond graphs
came into existence before the term object oriented was used in the field of physical–
systems modelling, bond graphs can be seen as an object-oriented physical–systems
modelling paradigm avant-la-lettre.

3 20-SIM state of art

20-SIM version 3.0 is now more geared towards support for mechatronic system design
and analysis. While presenting the overall picture of 20-SIM, we will indicate what is new
in version 3.0.

3.1 Modelling support in 20-SIM 3.0

The 20-SIM software is an interactive tool, where model entry, model compilation and
simulation / animation are fully integrated. This means that already during model entry
and editing, models can be checked on their consistency, and results can be shown in the
model itself. This way, we can give feedback as early as possible in the modelling
process, which enhances the quality of the tool. In Figure 1, the model editor of 20-SIM
3.0 is shown, with the example model in it, which will be explained in section 4.
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Figure 1 Screen dump of the 20-SIM model editor, showing the model hierarchy
(left) and the main model of the 3DOF Scara Robot (right).

20-SIM models are hierarchical structured block–diagram and bond–graph models. The
models on the lowest level in the hierarchy are sets of equations or assignment
statements. Hence, 20-SIM is a multiformalism package, supporting equations, block
diagrams and bond graphs as model description forms.

Note that the use of hierarchy and submodels can be worked out really elegantly, since
bond graphs are non–causal and port–based. This means that the equations behind the
bond–graph elements and submodels are specified as equalities (that means variables
need not be tagged as inputs or outputs yet). Furthermore, the bond–graph interfaces are
ports, each with two variables being computed in opposite directions. As a result, the
submodel contents are encapsulated: the contents need not exactly be known, during
modelling, since the connection does not influence the contents anymore. This is
exploited by separating the interface part from the contents. In 20-SIM 3.0, the interface
part is called the type and the contents is called the implementation. It is now possible to
switch between different implementations of the ‘same’ submodel.

The icon, which is shown on the screen, is only a placeholder for the submodel: Its
appearance is of no meaning for the dynamic behaviour of the model. Hence, we can use
it to create an attractive and insightful drawing representing the submodel. In Figure 1,
the motors and the robot arm have such icons, whereas the controller has a simple block
diagram structure. 20-SIM 3.0 supports an icon editor, so users can create their own icons.

The three parts that make up a submodel (interface, contents, icon), are shown in Figure
2.
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Figure 2 20-SIM editor on the equation submodel of the robot arm. Above, the
interface and icon; below the submodel content (declarations and equations).

With the icon editor, the graphical models can be drawn such that they have a look
common to the engineering drawings specific to the field of study. However, the
connections are still bond-graph or block-diagram like. This might appear a little
confusing. However, we are working on a complete domain-specific ideal physical model
editor, including the automatic translation to a bond-graph / block-diagram model.
Prototypes have already been made.

Another new feature is the enhanced modelling support: connections can be made
physical-domain specific, enabling automatic domain propagation and check on units.
Furthermore, automatic connection of bonds to ports can be extended, since only bonds
can be connected to ports of the same physical domain. In the graph editor, each domain
has its own colour.

Furthermore, in 20-SIM 3.0, graph models can be augmented with drawing primitives
which supports documentation, as is shown in Figure 1, where the block diagram blocks
representing the controller and setpoint generator are visually grouped together.
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These extensions require that the model description language we use (SIDOPS) needed a
complete revision (Breunese and Broenink 1997). Furthermore, vectors and matrices are
supported. Besides equations, ordinary statements and control flow as in general purpose
programming languages is supported. Dynamic models can be specified either in
differential form or integral form ( diff(x) = Ax + Bu or xdot = Ax + Bu; x=int(xdot) ).
20-SIM finds the best form for simulation, when processing the models.

3.2 Model storage / retrieval; Model libraries,

Models and submodels are stored in a kind of library implemented as a list of directories
of models. This list can easily be extended to store, for example, all models for one
project in one directory. For browsing and choosing, we use a standard windows browser.

Being able to organise models into truly reusable fragments can lead to a substantial
increase in efficiency of the modelling process. Adequate provisions need to be taken to
assure that model fragments are really reusable, since just chopping models into
fragments in itself does not lead to reusability. Two kinds of provisions can be
distinguished: model documentation indicating its assumptions and constraints and truly
encapsulation supported by the modelling formalism used.

Currently, 20-SIM supports truly encapsulation due to the use of the bond–graph paradigm
and exploited in the separation of interface and content. The support for documentation is
basic (see for instance Figure 1), but model reuse is now on a practical level.
Automatically keeping the documentation consistent with the models and automatic
generation of documentation stubs, as in modern software development tools, is a future
topic of research.

Although the submodel storage is not yet a complete database facility, (sub)models can
be reused in other modelling projects and shared with other modellers. However, a
complete library facility has been prototyped (Breunese 1996; Breunese et al. 1998).
Future work on this topic mainly consist of building competent, reliable and confident
submodels and constructing taxonomies of submodels, allowing efficient reuse. Both
documentation quality and modelling paradigm need to be exploited in order to be able to
achieve valuable results. Fortunately, the paradigm of object-oriented physical systems
modelling, gives sufficient possibilities to work on this topic.

3.3 Simulation and animation

20-SIM has its own integrated simulator, using sophisticated numerical integration
methods, taken from internationally accepted numerical libraries (Dongara and Grosse
1995).

In 20-SIM 3.0, the simulator kernel is fully integrated with the modelling environment,
allowing model editing and simulation working seamlessly together. This means that
parameter values can be specified in both the editor and the simulator. Multiple plot
windows are implemented, allowing separate views on the same simulation data. This is a
result of object-oriented software development. Furthermore, the plots can be tailored to
specific way of presentation. In Figure 3, the simulation of the Scara Robot is shown (we
used a Pentium II 400 Mhz. We showed circles on signal q[3] at each integration point.
The variation in simulation time step is now visible in the plot.
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Figure 3 Simulation result of the Scara Robot: the three robot coordinates.

Animation has been added. Now, DirectX graphical libraries are used to visualise the
simulation results in the form of an animation.

Since the animation is just another view on the simulation data, the animation can also be
controlled from the time plot or numerical values list. This gives sophisticated
possibilities to study the simulation results.

Another newly added feature is the animation of the signal values in the graph: The
thickness of the bond or signal connection is proportional to the value of the signal. For
bonds, a choice between effort, flow or power is possible. Red represents negative values,
and green represents positive values.

4 Example

We used a 3-DOF rigid body robot of SCARA type as a test model. This robot model is
Comparison 11 of the benchmark series of Eurosim (Ecker 1998). The robot has two
vertical revolute joints and one vertical translational joint. The axes of all three joints are
vertical (parallel to the z-axis). It is driven by three servomotors, for which basic models
are used. To control a point–to–point motion, a rather primitive single–axis PD control is
used, whereby the steering voltages are limited to resemble the real situation. A sketch of
the robot is given in Figure 4.

The main model as drawn in the 20-SIM-model editor is shown in Figure 1. The robot
model (scara) consists of the classical equations of motion, specified as an equation
submodel with three power ports (the load axes of the motors) and three signal outputs
(the joint vector: two joint angles q1, q2 and one joint distance q3).  Part of the listing of
this equation submodel is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 4 Sketches of the 3–DOF rigid body robot of SCARA type

The three motors and velocity feedback (tacho) are modelled as the basic electromagnetic
transduction with only the electrical time constant taken into account (see Figure 5). The
motor model is set up hierarchically: the motor models as shown in Figure 1 (motor)
consists of a motor submodel and a tacho. The motor submodel consists of the
transduction and electrical resistance and inductance. Note that Figure 5 is constructed by
copy and paste the two models into the drawing editor of Word and adding the ellipse and
the two lines from motor icon to the ellipse.
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Figure 5 The motor submodel showing an example of hierarchy

5 Design and development team

20-SIM 3.0 is being developed by Controllab Products BV, a spin off company of the
Control laboratory (EE). Besides research on modelling and simulation, the Control
Laboratory uses 20-SIM in their research on control and mechatronics. Currently, most
feedback comes from MSc and PhD students using 20-SIM 3.0 for their projects. The
company uses their help desk experience to tailor the software to industrial use.

This symbiosis of tool developers and tool users, although belonging to different
organisations, appears to us really fruitful and efficient.

Scara
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6 Future

We expect by the ongoing exploiting our symbiosis that we are able to continuously
improve 20-SIM, as to let it grow to a real productivity tool for mechatronic systems
design. Furthermore, we are building submodel libraries of mechatronic system parts,
allowing the end user to have a head start while modelling.
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